STEP AWARDS SPRING 2003
Dugal, James

Replacement of Blackboard Server Hardware

38540

This proposal will increase the capacity of the primary server for the course management
software, Blackboard.
Lyman,S;Duncan C

Polar Heart Rate Monitors for KNES Lab

1835

This proposal will purchase the software for 15 polar heart monitor to interface with
computers in the Kinesiology laboratory.
Dugal, James

Replacement of UCS and SL Labs

116120

This proposal is to replace the 209 workstations in the Conference Center and Stephen
Hall which were purchased in 1998.
Mahler, S

Technology Support

55550

This is to fund a Civil Service network technician to help support the technology on
campus.
Cottonham, Decuir, Harris

SAMS Management Software

11700

This grant is to purchase a software package to track and monitor the advising and
tutoring of students in Junior-Division, Special Services, and in the Student Athlete
Center.
Landry, M;Saltzman

Upgrade of Student Computer Lab:Nursing VLF Hall

39000

This is a proposal to replace 20 computers and add 6 additional computers to the Nursing
Laboratory. (Total 26).
Alsandor, D

L’Acadien Yearbook

3246

This is for the purchase of additional software to assist in the formatting of the yearbook.
Ozbirn, H

Engr. College Software to Protect Computer Labs

This is to purchase software for the Engineering laboratories to prevent unauthorized
access to the computing facilities.

4500

Gastineau, L

Cajun Card Campus Wide Expansion

367850

This grant is to provide the necessary equipment and infrastructure to deploy the Cajun
Card access for vending, printing, copying, laundry, and access control to all buildings on
campus.
Miller, Dawn

Upgrade and Security for Dorm Labs

48415

This is a proposal to purchase 32 replacement computers to be distributed in the
dormitories.
Konecni, S

FGM STEP Computer Labs

132370

This is a request for continued funding for student workers, supplies, maintenance, and
replacement parts for the open access labs in FGM.
Viator, B;Schambough

Improved Help Desk Services

10475

This proposal will replace two workstations and purchase software in order to provide
better user support services for students.
Chance, L

Renewal of Staff and Supply Funding for Library STEP Lab

96916

This proposal will provide continuing funding for student support, supplies and
maintenance for the open access laboratory in Dupre Library.
Chance, L

Upgrade of the Library Step Lab

47437

This proposal will replace 30 computers and two printers in the open access laboratory in
Dupre Library in addition to supporting software.
Matese, J

Web-based Physics Homework as a Retention Tool

6015

This proposal will support a subscription to web-based homework software for students
taking physic courses.
Alciatore, P

Tech. Modernization of the Anat. And Physiology Lab

11304

This proposal is for the purchase of five computers and two printers for use in the
anatomy and physiology classes
TOTAL

991273

